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Chapter 5
The City Under the Sea
"Therefore rejoice, ye heavens, and ye that dwell in them. Woe to the inhabitors of the earth
and of the sea! For the devil is come down unto you, having great wrath, because he knoweth that he
hath but a short time," (Revelation 12:12).
INTRODUCTION TO SEA SPIRITS
I know that many will not believe this testimony concerning the 'City Under the Sea'. They, in
fact, will want to believe that it is just a fairy tale. They will try comparing it to something like the
stories of "The Little Mermaid" or "The Wizard of Oz." Believe me, the 'City Under the Sea' does
exist, spiritually. I know, because I personally spent twelve years under the sea and know that it's a
real place. This is my testimony of residing with the demon gods under the sea.
TRANSFORMATION
Finally, the time came that my father took me to the sea. Seagulls were swirling across the
gentle waves. The setting sun was a hazy circle behind the gray clouds dipping beyond the horizon.
The skyline was marked by the shading between the gray-blue of the sea and the blue-gray of the
sky. Suddenly, the sun sank out of sight. The moonlit night darkened, I felt the restless splendor of
the sea. I sensed hundreds of eyes, that might or might not have been human, silently watching from
the waves.
Finding a rock half in and half out of the water, we climbed upon it to rest. For a moment, I
watched the little creatures of the deep as they leaped free of the pull of the tide. Then, in the
distance, I saw a form that rose from the crest of the waves. Sea foam crowning his green-dark hair,
his hands were raised above his head. He seemed to stand for a moment on his tail. In one instant,
with a great splash, he was gone... gone back into the depths of the sea.
"Wow! Did you see him father?"
"Yes Vagalas," replied my father. "He's called a merfolk and there are mermaids too. They are
scattered throughout seas around the world. Most people that have seen them believe that they are
just imaginings, but if you have supernatural 'eyes to see', they are actually spirits in one of their
many forms. This is the beginning of a great adventure. Here you will meet the "spirits of the sea."
Then my father gave me one of his powerful potions. His eyes shimmered like small sea lights,
then turned glassy as the potions began to take effect. I began to feel airy. This form of entrance into
a spiritual world is enhanced through drugs or potions, especially the hallucinogenic kind. These
drugs are so effective in transporting a person into the spirit world that they are highly sought after
by witches and wizards, worldwide.
On the spur of the moment, my father blasted forth with a strong whistle sound and instantly
two very powerful demons appeared. All of a sudden, I felt my spirit releasing itself out of my body.
One of the demons entered into my body and took control of it to keep my body alive while my
spirit was not there. I felt as free as a bird. My father's spiritual body was moving to take my hand. I
looked back to see our bodies, sitting on the rock, as we started walking toward the sea. Our bodies
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appeared to be alive! It was eye-deceiving, as the bodies were moving and gesturing to each other
against the dusk of the night, as demonic spirits occupied each body.
Although the night air was still, the endless tidal waves crashed against the shoreline. When we
came to the edge of the sea, my father simply tapped the sea with his foot. To my utter amazement,
instantly the sea divided into a dry pathway. I could see the fishes and sea creatures on both sides of
the raised water. They were swimming and churning by the sides of the raised water. It looked like
mirrored walls as we entered the water. It was a strange sight. He took me by the hand and we began
walking down through the robes of mist into the sea. It was very supernatural, yet to me it felt
natural.
The Bible includes a nether-world in these prophetical words: "There also God highly exalted
him (Christ) and bestowed on Him the name which is above every name that at the name of Jesus
every knee should bow, of those who are in heaven, and on earth, and under the earth....
" (Philippians 19:10). And the Word of God speaks of the "sea as a place that gives up the dead
which were in it ..." (Revelation 20:13).
Little did I know at this time that I was beginning to go through a great spiritual shift that was
going to bring about the capture of my soul by Satan. I was entering the hadean world of Satan and
his demons. These are mysterious experiences that very few ever return to talk about.
The cresting currents continued to move apart as we walked descending down to the
bottommost part of the sea. I stopped and picked up one of the beautiful shells. Putting the shell
against my ear, I could hear the beating heart of the sea. All at once, there were flickering lights and
moving shadows. They darted behind a roughened, mountainous hill that was covered with seaweed.
A group of large living things was swirling around. These beings were somewhat larger than men.
Their flippers could never be mistaken for arms. "Are they sea monsters," I asked?
"No son," he answered, "just a group of playful whales".
I turned to look back to see the water roaring and crashing together. The sea seemed to be
taking it last breath of fresh air as it thundered shut behind us. I saw a pale, white light unsteadily
shining.
I felt the dry sand sticking under my feet. My father held my hand tightly. "We are almost
there." He had a devilish look on his face. A gnarly, dark figure sat upon a coral bed. He did not
look at us or make a move as we passed by.
SEA MONSTERS
The Bible show these demons are great mystifying beings that live under the sea. Look at how
the Bible describes Leviathan, King of the Sea. "In that day the Lord will punish Leviathan the
fleeing serpent, with His fierce and great and mighty sword, even Leviathan the twisted serpent; and
He will kill the dragon who lives in the sea," (Isaiah 27:1).
The word 'dragon' is the common Hebrew Word for any large sea serpent. The word refers to
Leviathan in Isaiah 27:1, and to Rahab as Egypt, in Isaiah 51:9.
The word 'dragon' occurs fourteen times in the Old Testament and is translated as "sea
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monster", "serpent", or "dragon". It refers to any large sea or marine creature that is monstrous or
hideous - good or bad - including the "sea monsters" that God created in Genesis 1:21. (The smaller
creatures of the sea are called "living creatures" and "fish" as in Genesis 1:21.
The Bible says, "There is the sea, great and broad, in which are swarms without number,
animals both small and great and Leviathan, thou hast formed to sport in it," (Psalms 104:25-26).
See also Job 3-8. "In the last days the Lord will destroy Leviathan who lives in the sea," Isaiah 27:1,
"in that day" refers to end times. Also, read 17:21; 27:2-13.
As a matter of fact, there are many mysteries in the sea. The sea also serves many purposes.
The Bible says that sea monsters are real! There are spiritual entities under the sea who shift-shape
(change) into many different forms and physical appearances of monsters... grotesque mutations that
look like prehistoric creatures!
One proof-text is found in the book of Revelation: there is a vision of the dragon, the beast and
the false prophet, and from each of their mouths there comes, "foul spirits like frogs, for they are
demonic spirits, performing signs.... " (Revelation 16:13). Then, we discover that the other powerful
agency of evil in Revelation, 'Babylon', is under the same influence. We see that this symbol of
affluence, "Has become a dwelling place for demons, a haunt of every foul spirit..." (Revelation
18:2). (1)
In the search for wisdom (Job 28), the question is asked "Where can wisdom be found? And
where is the place of understanding? The deep says, 'it is not in me,' And the sea says, 'It is not with
me.' Abaddon and Death say, 'With our ears we have heard a report of it.' God understands its way
[wisdom]; And He knows its place. For He looks to the ends of the earth, And sees everything under
the heavens. When He imparted weight to the wind, and meted out the waters by measure, when He
set a limit for the rain, and a course for the thunderbolt, Then He saw it and declared it; He
established it and also searched it out," (Job 28:14; 22-27).
Job finally finds wisdom and the "place of understanding" and to man He said, "Behold, the
fear of the Lord, that is wisdom; and to depart from evil is understanding," (verse 28).
Since the "fear of the Lord is wisdom," then it stands to reason that those in the nether-world of
departed spirits do not have wisdom (they are represented by the "sea, "deep," "Abaddon," and
"Death").
Abaddon, is a large-scale, supernatural being who personifies 'destruction'. He is currently
bound in Sheol/Hades. He is the diabolical king of the demon-centaurs that will be released during
the fifth trumpet judgment of Revelation 9.
The FULL GOSPEL is a balanced Gospel which includes the methods of the ministry of Jesus.
He pointed His Church in the right direction when he said, "The spirit of the Lord is upon me
because he hath anointed me to preach the gospel to the poor; he hath sent me to heal the
brokenhearted, to preach DELIVERANCE TO THE CAPTIVES, and recovering of sight to the
blind, to SET AT LIBERTY THEM THAT ARE BRUISED," (Luke 4:18). A great percentage of
Jesus' ministry was deliverance. "He went throughout all Galilee preaching in their synagogues and
casting out demons," (Mark 1:39). Jesus cast devils out! Jesus is our example!
The Church has largely abdicated its authority and blandly disbelieves in such things. The
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enemy has come in like a flood, and few have resisted it.
CASTLES UNDER THE SEA
As my father and I walked on dry ground on the floor of the sea, a brilliant light radiated in a
distance. "Look father," I exclaimed! "It shines and glitters like a fantastic jewel." Soon we arrived
at the brilliant city of infinite dimensions that seem to come together as if it was made by magic.
All at once, I found myself walking through the gates of the most mystifying and beautiful city
on earth. It was beyond dreams and visions. My father said, "this is where your training will begin,
my son," he put his arm around my shoulder. "You will be strong and powerful because you were
born for this position."
It is impossible for me to describe to you the wonder of this awesome place. Physically you
won't see it, but spiritually you can see it. However, I have never seen a city on this earth more
beautiful than this mysterious underwater metropolis. There were giant, futuristic crystal skyscrapers
and brilliant lazar lights bedazzling the currents of the sea. It was a spellbinding place, beyond
words, it reminds you of a spiritual Disney World. The streets were made of gold -- not real gold but
something that appeared like gold. There is nothing in the world that could compare to this
enchanting place, such a stunning, majestic and ravishing habitation. It was an apocalyptical,
fairyland.
THE HIDDEN CITY UNDER THE SEA
The 'city under the sea' is not a hidden place from the people of Africa. Since my salvation, the
Lord Jesus has saved and delivered many African wizards and witches who have also given
testimonies concerning the city under the sea. Africans from all over the continent have given
testimony about this city.
This mysterious city is a supernatural place that is located under the sea off the coast of Ghana;
and it extends to the Bermuda Triangle off the coast of Bermuda. This is the area where hurricanes
are developed. The city is made of the substance where imaginations fail, beyond human belief and
is the most spectacular habitation in the world.
Many Africans have testified about its existence. Notice, that I quoted Revelation 12:12 for you
at the heading of this chapter. Observe that the Bible says, "woe to the inhabitants of the earth and
the sea!" The Bible clearly says that there are inhabitants (spiritual beings) living in the lands and
the sea. Yes, It is true. I know because I've lived and worked there for Satan's kingdom.
It is in this divinatory city that Satan trains his agents to steal the souls of men, women and
children. This city is highly organized. In fact, Satan is documenting everything about people on the
earth. There is a "Book of the Dead" where every evil deed committed by people on the earth is
recorded. These records are carefully kept so that the demons can legally enslave and control the
people living around the globe. He will also use these records to testify against these people before
the throne of God after the end of the world. This is why the Antichrist is going to be able to rule the
world when his time comes. He has no power unless it is given to him by people's rebellion against
God.
The Bible reveals the spirits dwelling under the sea do exist. But somehow Satan has been able
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to bewitch Christians from being able to see these Scriptures. When I got saved, Christian teachers
were saying that 'Antichrist' comes out of the sea. Then they would say that the word, 'sea'
represented the 'masses' or 'nations' (of people). They could not supernaturally 'see' (understand)
these Scriptures.
Look at the depiction of the beast in the Bible. "And I saw a beast coming up out of the sea,
having ten horns and seven heads, and on his horns were ten diadems, and on his heads were
blasphemous names," (Revelation 13:1). According to many Bible commentators, this "beast" is the
end-time Antichrist. The "beast" represents two things:




He is a demon-prince who presently is locked up in the "abyss" and will be released in
the end-time Tribulation (Revelation 11:7). This is the same beast here that is coming up out
of the sea from the "abyss."
He is a mortal man and receives power from the dragon in the end-times (II
Thessalonians 1:3:12; Revelation 13:4-10). This mortal man is possessed by the demon-prince
which comes up out the abyss in Revelation 11:7.

This sea-city is very organized into levels of spiritual power. For instance, if a person goes to a
soothsayer or a witch, that person legally gives Satan power over his soul. Then, the witch or
soothsayer would have to give authority of the person's soul to Satan. Truthfully, even if a person is
taken to one of these occultists as a child by a parent, then only a Christian who knows the superior
power of Jesus Christ can break it. Their past must be destroyed. Whenever a demon is invited in,
he must be kicked out!
This mysterious sea-city is filled with surprises but also very scientific. For example, whenever
I wanted a cup of coffee, I'd just press a button and it would appear immediately. Many inventions
are devised here. I saw computers here before they ever appeared on the earth.
PICTURES UNDER THE SEA
I saw many handsome men and beautiful young girls. There were also young children there. I
was introduced to them and warmly welcomed. The children play games with mermaids.
Disembodied demons lurked in the shadows of the room. Under helmets with drawn swords, stonefaced demons glared at the scene with their emotionless cold eyes. The giant fallen angels of
Genesis stood guarding the entrance to the city. The Ascended Masters (high-level ruling spirits)
watched in glee. The smiles on their lips disguised the reality of the evil that was lurking in their
hearts.
The Bible unveils the reality that the sea holds supernatural creatures. Leviathan is described as
a frightening monster of the seas in Job 41. This name occurs five times in the Old Testament,
always as an evil entity allied with Satan. He is called "King of the Sea"!
'Rahab' is called a fleeing sea serpent in Job 26:12,13. In chapter 6, "Abyss Under the Sea," is
the name of another demonic inhabitant. Rahab is likened to Egypt, which was drowned in the Red
Sea, thereby overcoming and crushing the evil entity over those waters.
This exotic spiritual city is the place where I trained to become a wizard. Here, I learned to
practice the deception for Satan and his strategies to help him to win the world for his evil cause.
These plans not only included deceiving people in the world but also consisted of bewitching the
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backslidden people in the Christian churches.
The Bible says, "My people perish for a lack of knowledge." Understand this, Satan knows that
he is defeated, but he also recognizes Christians' lack of knowledge. I tell you, He knows it. This is
the reason why he can take the advantage. He works freely in many churches because only a few are
able to discern his works and hardly anyone ever believes them.
SPIRITUAL ACTIVITY
When very young, Satan gave me the power to change into five different animals: a snake,
crocodile, butterfly, lizard, and crab. This ability means that I was considered to be a middle-class
wizard. A demon told me that he had the power to affect transmutations with humans. I asked, "what
does that mean?"
"I can change humans to the forms of animals," the demon replied.
All at once, he changed me into a snake. I got so exited that I wanted to go and play in this new
body form. I was able to go through walls and these new body forms were moved by my mind
power. I became more and more intrigued with the powers of the demonic world.
The dictionary definition of a werewolf: "... a person transformed into a wolf or capable of
assuming the form of a wolf." This transmutation is not unique in Satanism, but it is done only at the
highest levels of witchcraft. Severe demonic possession is also required. This spiritual process is
also called "shape-shifting." Shape-shifting is done with the power of demons and they can assume
forms other than just a wolf!
If you have been paying attention, you have noticed several TV shows and movies that have
depicted shape-shifting such as, "Roswell" and "Werewolf" with Jack Nicholson, "American
Werewolf" in London, "American Werewolf in Paris," "Buffy, the Vampire Slayer," "Teen Wolf"
with Michael J. Fox and The Harry Potter books and movies. These same supernatural powers are
shown in these films.
This realm is the world to which every wizard seeks constant access. It is a world filled with
exciting adventures with magic awaiting them at every step. A wizard will consider his 'fantasy
world' to be more exciting, more fulfilling, than his real world.
THE POWER OF THE WIZARDS
In Africa, a middle-class wizard is considered to be a very powerful person. This means that if
another person claims to be a witch or wizard and is not sharp, we can eliminate that individual. If
you are not serving Jesus, the demons will try to kill you, too. In the kingdom of the darkness,
everyday witches and wizards try to test each other's power. If one wizard meets another person who
claims to have supernatural powers, a wizard will want to see if that person is more forceful. This
testing extends to Christians who say they have spiritual power. The way this power works is, a
witch or wizard will fly and scan the Believers before they attempt to work their spells. They do this
because every witch or wizard knows that if a curse is sent upon a person and if the mission fails,
the demons will return and use their powers upon the attacking witch.
In fact, the demons will bring ten more powerful new demons that will attack the witch.
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Therefore, the wizard will send "scanning demons" to see if they can accomplish their attack. If the
person is living a holy life covered by the blood of Jesus, a wise wizard will not attack.
CHILDREN UNDER THE SEA
There are many children in the underwater city. Some of these children belong to witchcraft
families. However, many of these children are spiritual beings while others are hungry streetchildren that have been captured by Satan's agents. These are children who have been abandoned by
their parents and roam the streets. Sadly they are "throw-aways" and prime candidates targeted by
the witches/wizard to turn them into witches and wizards, also. These street children are picked up
by the queens of covens and the king wizards. These poor children are fed potions of human flesh
and drink human blood from their witches' pots. Soon, they are captured, enslaved and brought to
the City Under the Sea to be trained as Satan's agents.
Once they come to the underwater city, they go through initiation rites involving chanting and
bathing them in blood, using both animal and human sacrifices. Here, human blood is used to
appease the demi-gods. In exchange, they hope to be blessed by these gods with good fortune.
They are asked to give away meals to their relatives to gain demonic power over them. Of
course, they will put magical potions in these meals. These children are hardened in their hearts and
they turn against their mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers and aunties to kill them. Many times these
children are directed to work evil powers against their relatives, sometimes even bringing about their
deaths to prove their loyalty to Satan.
It is a chilling story, but true. In Africa, we don't have kitchens in our churches as the churches
in America do. The reason is that witches/wizards sometime try to use evil potions to draw weak
people out of the church and into their arms. We are very protective concerning our Christian
children.
The "sea-city" is where homeless street children will be trained to become Satan's agents to
steal souls. They are sent into churches to destroy them. Many well-meaning Christians cannot
discern the evil nature of these children because they simply see them as children. Notwithstanding,
the demons that use the bodies of these children to control others are shrewd. At the same time,
these evil demons are under the control of Satan. The demons simply use the bodies of the children
to rob, kill and destroy.
The 'sea children' are able to cause great confusion and divisions among the church people.
Some of the children from the City Under the Sea are used on the beaches to sell/give seashells to
the tourists from all over the world. The unsuspecting buyer will take these shells home. The
demons will attach themselves to these shells. This is a way that Satan can work powers through the
shells as a point of contact. He uses them to destroy them and work evil in their homes.
I know a woman that took a beautiful shell from a child on the beach. His eyes had the sunken
hollowed look that looked like black, endless pools with largely dilated, glassy pupils. Then she
began to have tormenting sexual dreams. Suddenly, her yard filled with frogs. The Holy Spirit
revealed to her to destroy the shell. She did and the dreams disappeared and so did the frogs.
Child witches and wizards can also be seen flying at night streaking like fiery rockets in the
sky. Sometimes they can be seen whizzing through the night like fireworks. Midday is another
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dangerous time for a wizard, for then no man can cast a shadow. The superstition is that his soul has
temporarily disappeared. A soul and shadow being equal, and invisible spirits are looking for an
abode. Children are forbidden to play with their shadows by candlelight lest they tie them in knots
or lose them. These witchcraft-controlled children each have many snake spirits in their stomachs
and these evil spirits are the mediums of their evil assignments.
One young boy, seven years old, recently appeared in our church. He had painted his shoes
with the mixture of human blood from his victims and a red dye. He confessed that he was the king
of wizards of his coven. He told our church that he had five snakes in his stomach, one red, one
white, and three black ones. He said that he used these snakes to kill people for his sacrifices. I
know that it is hard for a normal mind to believe these things, but I have him confessing this on
videotape!
Another young girl came into the church. She was nine years old. She told us that she was the
Queen of her coven. She told us that she was sent into the church to destroy it. I've personally seen
many of these agents from under the water in other churches freely working without detection.
Here is an interesting Scripture in this context: "Though they dig into Scheol, From there shall
My hand take them: And though they ascend into heaven, From there shall I bring them down, And
though they hide on the summit of Carmel, I will search them out and take them from there: and
though they conceal themselves from My sight on the floor of the sea, from there I will command
the serpent, and it will bite them...." (Amos 9:2-3).
Here is a Scripture that connects the underworld compartment, Sheol, and the serpent in the
bottom of the sea. It was a serpent in the Garden of Eden that ensnared Eve. This same creature is
used in Revelation 20:2 as a description of Satan. The Scripture links sea-serpents with Sheol, an
underground abode of departed spirits.
Even "Sheol" (Hebrew) means "a place of inquiry" to bring fear into the hearts of men that they
would repent "by the storms of life" to the gentle breeze of the Holy Spirit."
WITCHES AND WIZARDS UNDERWATER
One of the works that are given to witches/wizards under the waters of the sea is to manage
maternity centers in the village. When a woman comes to a maternity center for assistance to have a
baby, a certain month would be chosen for the baby to be born or to die. But other months the babies
would live. The answer to the problem of being barren... an agent is supposedly able to cure this
childless condition by using the witchcraft powers of jujus. This form of witchcraft is considered the
highest level.
If a barren woman goes to a native witch doctor, she would be asked to bring certain things
such as human bones, ashes that were used to cook food for her. When she becomes pregnant, and
gives birth, she does not deliver a normal human being. It could appear as a usual baby but it is a
spiritually formed baby. In many women who are barren, the problems could be caused by demons.
It is not a rare thing for a woman to be barren on earth but have children in the sea!
Some children who were captured by witches and wizards from the City Under the Sea can be
rescued and converted. I personally have known many of these human children that have been
converted to Christianity. In our church in Africa, we have children who have found salvation
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through the grace of God. We will tell them about Jesus but we will not let them receive Christ
unless they bring their witches' pots and witchcraft boxes to the church. These pots and boxes are
filled with sorcery, magical things, such as witches fetishes, charms, crosses, powder, and "holy
water". We destroy the demonic powers over these pots and articles through prayer in the Name of
Jesus. In conclusion, it has been our experience that if we try to convert them without getting these
articles, they will just return back to witchcraft. The witches will simply draw them back through
their 'contact objects'.
WITCHES' POTS
Every wizard is required to have a witch pot in which he must prepare human flesh for
ritualism. Before I received Jesus, whenever I needed a human sacrifice to work ritualism, I would
turn myself into a crocodile and look for a swimmer in a lake, river or sea. This spiritualized
crocodile would pull the person down under the water and then spew some kind of slime over the
victim's body. Then the person would spring back to the top of the water. The victim would scream
and thrash around in fear. The people with the victim would try to grab and try to hold on but the
oozy matter stopped them from being able to maintain their grip of the body. The body would slip
from their seizure and sink again and again. Then the spiritual crocodile could pull the body about
fifty kilometers away in the water. Afterward, I would take the body parts for my sacrifice. The
people were busy looking in the area where they last saw the victim. Several days later, the remains
of the body would wash up somewhere else down the stream.
In those days, if I, as a wizard, wanted to kill a person, I could look into their stomach and
could see everything about them. Then spiritually, I would put my hand into their abdomen and
break their intestines and then within the next twenty-five minutes the person would have a
stomachache, and pain. Soon, the situation would become very serious and the person would die.
I had many spiritual eyes that Satan put around my head. I could see in all directions, front,
back and sides at any time. A high level wizard has special weapons so that he can defeat his
spiritual opponents.
SPIRITUAL BEINGS
A person must have 'spiritual eyes' to tell the difference between demon spirits and the human
beings' spirits in the sea. Some of the demons in the bottom of the sea appear in the form of humans
while others proudly sport their fallen natures and appear as gods and goddesses. Some come out as
angels of light, while others look like mystical monsters. In fact, you can see the shapes and forms
of some of these monsters by going into a rock and roll music store and viewing some of the covers
on the albums/tapes as they have revealed themselves to the artists.
Also, they have exposed themselves to many people who are inventing demonic computer
games. Another promoter is the horror movie. I must warn the reader that you cannot walk away
clean when you expose yourself to Satan's demonic fantasy world. These unclean spirits attach
themselves to these demonic articles. Then, they will enter into your house and then into your body.
Believe me, after exposure, you will be tormented unless you are fortunate enough to receive Jesus
Christ and deliverance.
ABADDON ~ KING OF THE ABYSS
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The Bible speaks of supernatural beings coming out of the sea in the Revelation.
"They have as king over them, the angel of the abyss; his name in Hebrew is Abaddon, and in
the Greek he has the name Apollyon," (Revelation 9:11).
The supernatural beings, Leviathan and Rahab roam the seas and fight for the control of the
entrances of Sheol-Hades. During the coming tribulation period, these evil forces will finally gain
release of their comrades below, including their king, Abaddon.
The Lord will allow Satan to release two demonic orders from Sheol-Hades: One: The
scorpion-centaurs, (Revelation 9:1-11). Two: The two-hundred million demon horsemen shown in
Revelation 9:13-21.
In both these groups we see the shapes of horses. These scorpion-centaurs, whose appearance is
like a horse and scorpion, are turned loose during the tribulation to torment men for five months,
(Revelation 9:5). Whatever this torment is, the Bible doesn't say, except the curse of this plague is
that "men will seek death and will not find it; and they will long to die and death flees from
them," (Revelation 9:6).
POWERS WORK
The people did not come from just the African coast. Influential people such as, big
businessman, doctors, lawyers and politicians were coming. I have seen important leaders come to
the City Under the Sea such as Indians, Asians and Americans. These people were coming from all
over the world... from everywhere. I even saw powerful political personalities in the underwater
spirit world. These were people who had sold their souls for positions of power. They had given
themselves over to greed and demon possession. They had sold their souls just to sit upon the seats
of thrones of world tycoons, barons and kings. They came from all over the world. Some of the
people who had been elevated to higher positions were given crowns and thrones. They were given
titles such as, Queen of the West Coast or The King of the Wizards, etc. The devil's gods also had
thrones.
At a tender age, I had been given these supernatural powers. I could fly (astral project - soul
travel) and bring reports back to my father from the City Under the Sea. Once I was sent to represent
my father in India. I didn't fly on the plane. I'd leave my soul and put other demons in this body to
keep the body going. Then I was able to soul travel to anywhere in the world. Then, later on, return
to Africa.
Frequently, occultists deeply desire to spend much of their time in a strange fantasy world.
They can travel there through astral travel, in which their soul actually leaves their body to go into
the next dimension; of course, a demonic spirit must remain in the body to keep it from dying, as it
will when it has no spirit. The Bible speaks to this fact most clearly; in Genesis 25:8, God describes
Abraham's death in this manner when Abraham's spirit was released, and he died. Genesis 25:8:
"Then Abraham gave up the ghost, and died in a good old age, an old man, and full of years; and
was gathered to his people."
Of course, any person that practices astral travel is to a great degree demon-possessed. A
demonic spirit occupies the body to keep the human body alive while this diabolic practice happens.
It is the demon spirit(s) possessing them in this witchcraft maneuver. Do not be deceived; this
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spiritual world is the supernatural world of the demonic. While in this dimension, the spirit of the
person can be thoroughly deceived by the demonic host. While under demonic hypnotic control, the
child is given counterfeit experiences that make them feel truly blessed, and very gratified. The
entire experience occurs in the supernatural [demonic] realm.
I had so much spiritual authority that many world leaders were placed under me spiritually.
After my salvation experience, I promised God not to mention their names. When I saw them, I
would flash a demonic sign with my fingers and they would smile and flash me a sign. I thought that
I had control of all these powers but it was only after receiving Jesus that I discovered that these
powers had control over me.
This strange underwater habitation was used to manufacture things to lure people into busy
lives so that they would not have time for God. Satan uses the gods of money, fashions, perversions,
pornography, tattoos, and piercing with rings. These demons also produce new inventions. There are
also laboratories in which articles are invented to steal the souls of people. As a result, gadgets are
dreamed up here before they ever appear in the world. For instance, I remember seeing computers
there in the early seventies before they ever became popular in the world. Computers are exploding
and will eventually replace the telephone and television. Moreover, the Internet is not regulated so it
is filled with evil music, pornographic, witchcraft, and evil demonic game sites. So, it is Satan's
playground. It is window-dressing for millions to stumble into wickedness. In any case, the
computer is one of Satan's most powerful inventions to date.
Beneath the sea in the city, there are telescopes, televisions that seem to be supernatural. These
machines are given to the agents to take into their homes for them to watch a person. These
televisions allow agents to follow the movements of Christians and track the plans of churches that
they are assigned to defeat. Satan also invents new fashions there to ensnare souls. Think about the
new fads, such as body piercing, tattooing, electronics, computers, creams, perfumes, cosmetics,
beautiful cars and fantasy things to steal people's souls. If a person goes to a soothsayer, there is a
written record that is kept under the sea. This curse of the law shown in the Bible will follow the
person and their generational lines. Remember Satan keeps records!
RULED BY DEMONS
Though we were working with demons that we could feel, we were also being demonically
controlled. We were like zombies ruled by evil demons. Now I can see that demons need human
bodies to work through to accomplish their evil deeds.
Our motivations were void of human feelings. Our hearts were hard, cold as ice and full of
horrendous hate. So, people were to us like inanimate objects, like dead dolls. We were totally
involved with our desires to progress to higher levels in this demonic world. As Satan's agents, it
was sheer pleasure to make havoc upon and destroy the subjects of our assignments. Our cause was
Satan's malignant plots against mankind. We could cause all types of accidents, strife and wars
between nations.
We could use our powers to cause death, sickness, and discouragement and break up marriages.
We would work through our magic televisions tracking systems to bring our enemies into
bankruptcies. Backsliding Christians were marked for death and we would quickly move to cause
accidents to pull them into hell. Remember, the devil came to steal, kill and destroy.
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Satan cannot appear to a person unless he owns them and they are slaves to serve him. At birth,
God builds a supernatural wall of protection that divides people from Satan's realms. Once the wall
is torn down by the person's will, it is very hard to rebuild. On the other hand, Satan has permission
to appear to them when they belong to him. Some demons appear as beautiful angels. They are full
of deceptions and know how to disguise themselves as angels of light. Remember the Bible says that
Beelzebub is called the 'prince of demons'. He is the demon that controls all kinds of witchcraft. I
have worked with this demon before. He doesn't go through the powers and principalities because he
reports and is only responsible to Lucifer alone. Beelzebub, the lord of the flies, is in charge of the
witches and wizards. He is the embodiment of cruelty.
WATER SPIRITS
The under the sea city has many gods. They have been worshiped since the beginning of time. I
saw the forms of these gods. The pantheon of the gods and goddesses of Egypt included the forms of
beings such as Bast, the cat goddess. She is the goddess of pleasure. The famed Isis is known to use
her powers to heal humankind. Ma'at, the goddess of law, truth and justice while Seth is considered
the god of chaotic forces. Serpent-headed Nehebka presided over funeral rites, Ibis-headed Throth is
the god of the moon; and Jezebel, the territorial goddess that captures the hearts of men and turns
them away from their faith to draw them to her Baal.
Each person under the sea has a master demon. He is a supervisor. If I had a question, like, why
are we killing? Once my supervisor answered something like this, "It is in the Bible, and the man
says that unless you eat his flesh and drink His blood, you will not live." We didn't know anything
about the Bible. So we started eating human flesh and human blood so that we could live.
Some of the demons told me things that I could not understand until I was saved and delivered.
I remember one time that I asked a demon, "What is our reward for all the killing that we are
required to do for Satan?"
The demon replied, "If you want a reward, there was a Man who came into this world. He spent
only thirty-three years here. He died. The people crucified Him. He died and on the third day, He
arose from the dead."
I asked, "Who is this Man?"
The demon replied, "We cannot mention His name here".
I asked the demon. "Is it Mohammedan?"
He said, "No man".
"Is it the Buddha?"
"No man, it is not the Buddha."
He said, "If you want a good reward, repent. We cannot repent, but you are a human being,
created in the image of God. You still have chance. There was a Man who came into this world. He
spent only thirty-three years. He was crucified, died, buried and on the third day, He was raised from
the dead."
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I said, "mention the name to me."
The demon said, "Shhhh! We cannot mention the name."
I said, "There is someone more powerful than our people?"
He said, "Oh, a hundred times."
I started mentioning principalities. He replied a hundred times. I asked him if there was
somebody more powerful than Guru? (We called Satan, Guru.)
"More than ten times" the demon replied.
"Who is that person?" I questioned him.
He told me, "The people who follow the Man that I am talking about, we call them rebellious
people."
He told me that if you go and follow that man, you would not suffer. I didn't know to whom
this demon was talking about, because he said that he was forbidden to say the man's name.
SPIRITUAL WATER SCENES
I remember that one of my favorite gods that I met in the underworld city was Mammon -- the
spirit of gold. He is made of a gold-type substance and has one eye at the center of his forehead and
marks on his head. He is the world's most evil golden creature. He stands about eight feet tall. He
walks like he has springs on his feet. He is a netherworld giant demi-god, the spirit behind the
money of the world. He rules in the lives of those dedicated to his name. He is in charge of Satan's
storehouse of money. He has his hands in every evil thing on the earth. He is very powerful and
worshiped by those who want to rule the world.
Mammon told me, "They are all joining Satan's plan for a New World Government because of
their greed for filthy lucre, passion, the lust for riches is the root of all evil." His dark eyes darted
greedily back and forth.
"You are right about that," I sighed.
"Money makes the world spin." He turned again and looked straight through me. Then he
talked about the statue of Zeus that has place in the entrance hall of the United Nations. He suddenly
started laughing. "Imagine this. He is the god of wars. Yet there he is, guarding the place where
those dumb humans speak of, "peace and safety" are supposed to rule over the peace of the world."
Then he asks me, "do you like Zeus more than you do me?" his voice sounding jealous and whinny.
"No, of course not," I said. But on the spur of the moment, he had disappeared.
The information that I am telling you that it is not a fairy tale, it is something that I have seen.
You just don't know how privileged you are, Christians. The Bible says, the devils believe and
tremble. It is true. The demons told me that Christians don't believe that there is a problem. They
believe that many are under deception and unbelief.
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